Other vs. Another

Fill in the blanks.

1. Can I have .................................. cup of coffee?

   other

   another

2. They looked at each ........................................

   other

   others

   another

3. You take this and I will take the ........................................... one.

   other

   another
Other vs. Another

4. We must love one .............................................

other

another

5. The ...................................... people have arrived.

other

another

others

6. Many .......................................... have also come.
Other vs. Another

7. You will never get ........................................ chance.

8. One man's meat is ........................................ man's poison.
Other vs. Another

9. I saw her ........................................ day.

other

the other

10. Who is the .................................... woman?

other

others

another

11. I will take the .................................... shirt.

other

another
Other vs. Another

12. They have bought .................................. flat in Dubai.

other

another

Answers

1. Can I have another cup of coffee?

2. They looked at each other.

3. You take this and I will take the other one.

4. We must love one another.

5. The other people have arrived.

6. Many others have also come.

7. You will never get another chance.

8. One man’s meat is another man’s poison.

9. I saw her the other day.
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10. Who is the other woman?

11. I will take the other shirt.

12. They have bought another flat in Dubai.